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Mightability Maps: A Perceptual Level Decisional Framework for Co-operative and Competitive Human-Robot Interaction

Amit Kumar Pandey and Rachid Alami

Abstract—Interestingly Humans are able to maintain a rough estimates of visibility, reachability and other capabilities about not only themselves but of the person they are interacting with. Studies in neuroscience and psychology suggests that from the age of 12-15 months children start to understand the occlusion of others’ line-of-sight and from the age of 3 years they start to develop the ability, termed as perceived reachability for self and for others’. As such capabilities evolve in the children, they start showing intuitive and proactive behavior by perceiving various abilities of the human partner.

Inspired from such studies, which suggest that visuo-spatial perception plays an important role in human-human interaction, we propose to equip our robot with the capabilities to maintain various types of reachabilities and visibilities of itself and of the human partner in the shared workspace. Since these analyses will be basically perceived by performing a virtual action onto the agent and roughly estimating what that agent might be able to ‘see’ and ‘reach’ in 3D space, we term these representations as Mightability Maps.

By applying various set theory operations on weighted Mightability maps, robot could perceive a set of possible candidate solutions in real time for various tasks. We show its application in two completely different behaviors of robot: Co-operative and competitive behaviors. In the first case robot decides for two tasks: where to show an object to the human and where to put an object on the table for the Human. In the second case robot decides where to hide an object from human. These maps are quick to compute and could help in developing higher-level decisional capabilities in Robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

We, the Humans, have the capability to perceive (imagine) various abilities of ourselves as well as of others in various situations. Suppose that Jack and Jill are sitting on the two sides of a table, cluttered with different objects, occluding their field of vision, as shown in fig. 1. Suddenly Jack asks to Jill “please put the bottle near me”. Jill picks and puts the bottle at an ‘appropriate’ place on the table where Jack could not only ‘easily’ see the bottle but also could ‘easily’ reach to the bottle. Now it’s time for the Jill to counter-command: “show me the cup”, which was actually occluded for her by the big object. Jack picks and holds the cup in the way Jill can ‘easily’ see it. Interestingly, neither Jill nor Jack took any pain in performing their tasks. The interesting fact is, however Jack was aware that if he will stand up and lean forward, he might be able to reach the bottle, but he was also aware that not only Jill could ‘easily’ reach the bottle without such efforts, but also she shares an ‘easily’ reachable space with him. Similarly Jill was also aware that if she would stand up and move she might be able to see the cup, but she also chose the ‘easy’ way to see the cup, by perceiving Jack’s capability. This suggests that they have some perception about the places, which could be reachable and visible by both, even before performing the actual task. For measuring such capabilities and assigning the level of ‘ease’ they basically associated and executed virtual actions (stand up, bend, move etc.) onto the agents and then perceived different abilities.

The above discussion points out following 3 important issues:

(i). Maintaining various types of abilities (reachability, visibility, ability to grasp an object etc.) of self and of others.

(ii). Assigning macro level ‘ease’ or ‘comfort’ to such abilities (reachable without leaning forward, visible without turning etc.) and finalizing mutual comfort level for performing a task, depending upon the current state, task as well as the role of the person (slave, friend, boss etc.).

(iii). Deciding micro level comfort (reachable without leaning but also near hand, visible without turning but also near the axis of field of view of person etc.)

This paper will mainly focus on first point, i.e. maintaining various types of visibility and reachability, which our robot will perceive by performing different types of virtual actions on itself and on the human partner. The second and third issues need to be addressed separately as they also require a proper formalization and evaluation for finalizing the optimal comfort, which depends upon the mental and physical states of the agent as well as the task and various other factors. So, for the experimental demonstration of our proposed solution for the issue (i), which in fact could help in developing the higher-level decisional capabilities in the robot, we will just assume the robot and human are co-operating each other and assign an intuitive level of macro and micro level comforts.

In this paper we will confine ourselves to two abilities: Visibility and Reachability. In psychology and neuroscience literatures the term visuo-spatial working memory has been explored, [5], and analyzed from the point of view of human reasoning [6]. Visuo-spatial perception is an important aspect of cognitive functioning because it is responsible for a wide range of activities of daily living. For instance, it involved in our ability to accurately reach for objects in our visual field and our ability to shift our gaze to different
points in space. Studies, such as [1], suggest that from the age of 3 years, children are able to perceive which places are reachable by them and by others, as the sign of early development of allocentric capability, i.e. spatial decenteration and perspective taking. Moreover it is not sufficient to know which objects are visible for an agent, but also which space in 3D is visible to an agent. Imagine the case when we need to find place in 3D to show or hide something from other. At 12–15 months of age children also show evidence of an understanding of occlusion of others’ line-of-sight [11], [12]; and an adult is seeing something that they are not when looking to locations behind them or behind barriers [13], [14]. Experiments in these studies show that infants in which these abilities to perceive visuo-spatial reasoning have not been developed yet, fail to help, cooperate or understand the intention of their adult partner.

Inspired from such evidences from neuroscience and psychology, in this paper we propose to equip our robot with such very basic but important capabilities of maintaining spatial and visual abilities of itself and of the human partner. This will facilitate the robot to behave more intuitively both in co-operative and competitive scenarios.

Representation of reachable and manipulable workspace has already received attention form various researchers. In [7], the kinematic reachability and directional structure for the robot arm has been generated. Although, it is an offline process with computation time of 12.4 hours, such representation has been shown useful in generation of reachable grasp [8]. In [9] an offline technique for mapping workspace to the configuration space for redundant manipulator has been presented, with the argument favoring to maintain multiple solutions. They chose a configuration according to the manipulability measure. In [10], a Monte Carlo based randomized sampling approach has been introduced to represent the reachable workspace for a standing humanoid robot. It stores the true or false information about the reachability of a cell by using the inverse kinematics. However none of these works focus on such analysis with different postural and environmental constraint as well as they don’t calculate such abilities of the human partner, which is one of the important aspect for decision making in a Co-operative Human-Robot scenario.

Regarding the visual aspect of visuo-spatial reasoning, there have been works in the field of robotics mainly on perspective taking. In [19], a learning algorithm has been presented that takes into account the teacher’s visual perspective. In [18], the perspective taking has been used to make more accurate action recognition. In [20] perspective taking has been shown to be useful in human-robot interaction and [17], we have shown the ability of the robot about geometric visual perspective taking about the human partner. But most of such works answer to the question: which object is visible not which spaces in the 3D are visible. In fact such object level visibility will be used in deciding upon the final point in 3D space for performing a specific task. Our proposed map of visibility in 3D space is complementary to such object level visibility analysis.

In psychology [21], [22], in Human-Computer Interaction [23] and in Robotics [24], [25], term affordance is used, which basically associates with object in the environment from the perspective of task and/or agent. In our knowledge there is no significant work has been published in analyzing various types of visibility and reachability from the robot as well from human point of view and combining them for various decision making. In this paper we propose the term Mightability Map as the representation of various perceived abilities of the agent in 3D, which is independent of manipulation task or object to a certain extent.

In the next section we will describe different abilities the robot will perceive and how it calculates them. Although associating a psychological or physical comfort level to these perceived abilities are not the scope of this paper, just for the sake of demonstration we will intuitively rank these perceived abilities. In section III, we will show their usefulness for performing the co-operative tasks of “putting the bottle” and “showing the bottle” to the Human as well as competitive task of “hiding the bottle” from human in a face to face Human-Robot Interaction scenario, by our Humanoid robot HRP2. Section IV will contain some discussion on other potential applications of our proposed Mightability Maps followed by the conclusion and future works.

II. Mightability Map: The Perceived Ability

A. Mightability Map

The main motivation behind the present work is to maintain a set of knowledge about different abilities, as humans do, which: (i). could be fast to compute, (ii). should not underestimate any ability, as not to miss any solution for a task if one exists, (iii). provide a relevant basis for semantic reasoning capability to robot, (iv). is independent to the nature of the task/human activity, which might not be known in advance and even help the robot to predict it. (v). facilitate robot to behave/communicate more intuitively in real time with the human partner.

Since, various abilities of the agent will be perceived by applying some virtual actions on it, hence it will inherit overestimation/uncertainty for the sake of not being underestimated. We term it as Mightability (for Might be Able, a rough estimation) Map (for representing in 3D grid).

Each Mightability map will answer to a particular question about the perceived ability, for example “if the human will lean forward, he/she might be able to reach these places”, “if human will turn around he might be able to see these places”. As will be shown, one of the immediate benefits of such Mightability maps is, it will greatly reduce the search space, hence the time for finding a point for performing a particular task, as well as maintain a set of candidate 3D points of possible solution.

B. Perceived Reachability

From the studies in [2], [3], [4] the general agreement is that, the prediction to reach a target with the index finger
depends on the distance of the target relative to the length of the arm, which slightly overestimates actual arm length by about 10%, but plays as a key component in actual movement planning. We will directly use their findings and use the length of the arm to estimate the reachability boundary for the given postural situation of the human and the robot. An agent (Human or Robot) can show reaching behavior to touch, to grasp, to push or hit an object or just to point something, or to take something from inside some container. Hence, having a perceived maximum extant of the agent’s reachability even with some overestimation will be acceptable as the first level of estimating the ability. As will be shown in the section III, these perceived reachabilities could then be filtered by the nature of the task as well as more rigorous kinematics and dynamics constraints.

In the studies of human movement and behavioral psychology, different types of reach action of the human has been identified and analyzed. Ranging from a reach involving simple arm extension without any other body movement (arm-only reach), shoulder extension (arm-and-shoulder reach) or leaning forward (arm-and-torso reach) and stand in order to pick up the object (standing reach). Fig. 2 illustrates taxonomy of such reach actions. One of the interesting observations is that if human is sitting very near to the table, it will be able to lean less as compared to sitting away from the table, hence sometimes regions reachable in former case will be less as shown in fig 3(a) & (b). While generating the Mightability map we will also take into account various postural (sitting, standing) and 3D environmental (table, chair etc) constraints as well as collision checking.

We have augmented various other reachability analyses to the set proposed in [16]: reaching by turning around only and reaching by turning around and then leaning forward, for sitting as well as for standing. Furthermore, the robot distinguishes the places, only reachable by left hand or right hand or by both hands of the agent. And all these analyses are done for 3D space around the robot and human, not only for a table surface. In computing such reachability the joint limits of shoulder, neck and waist of HRP2 and of Human is taken care of. Values of such limits for an average human as well as for HRP2 have been taken from [26]. The robot computes such abilities in the following manner:

Robot is having the structure of the kinematics chain of itself and of the human. As shown in the fig. 4, information about the human position, orientation and the 3D structure of the environment, fig. 4(a), is continuously updated in our 3D platform, Move3D, fig. 4(b), as will be described in the section III-C. In our Move3D environment robot can check collisions among various parts of itself and human model as well as objects. Robot construct a 3D box around it (shown as red box fig. 4(b)), sufficient enough to enclose the human, tables and other objects defining the current workspace, (dimension of 3m x 3m x 2.5m for current scenario) and divides it into grid cells, each cell having dimension of 5cm x 5cm.

First of all robot calculated the arm-shoulder reach. For this robot stretches the hand of the 3D model of human by permissible limit of each shoulder’s yaw and pitch joints and computes which cells in the 3D grid are reachable by human just by using the length of the arm from the shoulder to finger. Then the robot virtually leans the human model by its torso incrementally until there is a collision with the table or any other object or the maximum limit of human waist pitch joint has been reached. Then from these new virtual positions of the human, robot again calculates the reachability in 3D as explained earlier. Then the robot turns the torso of the human model at its current position until collision or maximum limit of human waist yaw is reached, to calculate the reaching by turning-around. Similarly the reachability of turning-around-and-leaning is computed. Robot also calculates all these reachabilities by virtually making the human standing as well as for itself.
Fig. 5 illustrates few such reachabilities calculations.

Fig. 6(a) shows the arm-shoulder reachable cells in 3D for HRP2 and Human from their current position and orientation. Robot also distinguishes among the cells, which could be reached only by left hand (yellow), only by right hand (blue) and by both hands (green). Fig. 6(b) show similar cells but only belonging to table surface. It could be easily seen that there is no common reachable region on table if neither of them will lean forward. Fig. 6(c) shows reachability of human on table but with maximum possible leaning forward. Clearly the human might be able to reach more regions. The robot is able to also perceive that if human will turn and lean he will be able to reach some parts of the side by tables which are of different heights, as shown in fig. 6(d). Note that at this level all the cell which are reachable are estimated, irrespective of the fact, is there any object or it is free space, because as mentioned earlier, robot should be able to predict reachability for a range of tasks.

C. Perceived Visibility

For calculating the visibility, from the current position and yaw and pitch of the head, robot finds the plane perpendicular to the axis of field of view. Then that plane is uniformly sampled to the size of a cell of the 3D grid of Mightability map. Then as shown in fig. 7, a ray is traced from the eye/camera of the agent to each such sample on the plane. If an obstacle is found on the way, all the cells of the corresponding Mightability map till the obstacle (green arrow) is marked as visible and rest of the points on the ray till the plane (red arrow) is marked as invisible. The different types of virtual actions, which the robot performs on the agent to perceive various Mightability Maps are: only turn the head till the joint limit of neck’s yaw and pitch, turn the torso as well as head until collision or till the limit of waist yaw, both for sitting and standing.

Red circles in fig. 8(a) shows the visibility of the human from his current position and head orientation for the cells of corresponding 3D Mightability Map, which are on the table plane. Note the invisible regions because of the objects. The blue cells in fig. 8(b) show the visibility in 3D for the HRP2 robot for its current orientation of head. Fig. 8(c) shows the current visibility (green cells) as well as the visibility when human will turn its head without turning the torso (blue cells) in 3D. Fig. 8(d) shows the current common visibility of HRP2 and Human in 3D. As the field of view of the HRP2 camera is different from the human’s eye, the corresponding Mightability maps will not be symmetric.

D. Perceived Mightability Maps and Computation Time

Table I summarizes different types of perceived Mightability Maps for reachability and visibility computed by the robot for about itself as well as about the human. Table II shows time for calculating various Mightability maps. It also shows the time for one time process of creating and initializing cells of the 3D grid to discretize the workspace with various information like cells which are obstacle free, which contains obstacles, which are the part of the horizontal surfaces of different tables etc. Note that it took 1.6 seconds to create and initialize 3D grid consisting of 180000 (60x60x50) cells, each of dimension 5cm x 5cm x 5cm, hence 0.000009 seconds for a single cell. Assuming that most of the changes in the environment will affect a fraction of the 3D grid, like movement of objects on the table and/or change in position of some body parts of the agents, the Mightability Map set could be updated quickly. From table II, it can be seen for an average scenario as shown in fig. 2 it takes about 0.446 seconds to calculate all the Mightability maps for human and robot, once the 3D grid is initialized.
III. APPLICATION, EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Representing Information from Mightability Maps

We use following convention to represent these Mightability Maps: The Mightability Map computed for Human and for Robot will have prefix ‘MH’ and ‘MR’ respectively, which will be followed by ‘V’ or ‘S’ for visual or special aspect. Then the acronyms of map type as given in the table I will be added as suffix. For example, the spatial Mightability Map for perceiving the human reach by maximum possible turning around and leaning by waist will be represented by MHST_L_W. So, the set of all the Mightability Maps for human is represented as:

\[
MH = \{m : m \in MH \cup m \in MHS\}, \text{ where,}
\]

\[
MHV = \{MHV_{C}, MHV_{T} \_N, MHV_{T} \_W \_N, \}
\]

\[
MHV_{S} \_C, MHV_{S} \_T \_N, MHV_{S} \_T \_W \_N, \}
\]

\[
MHS = \{MHS_{C}, MHS_{L} \_W, MHS_{T} \_W, MHS_{T} \_L \_W, \}
\]

\[
MHS_{S} \_C, MHS_{S} \_L \_W, MHS_{S} \_T \_W, MHS_{S} \_T \_L \_W\}
\]

The set of all the Mightability Maps for robot, MR, is represented in similar manner.

Since, as mentioned earlier, for exhibiting various co-operative as well as competitive behaviors, the Mightability Maps not only encode information about what an agent might be able to do, but also what he might not be able to do. We assume an operator ‘val((x,y,z),M)’, which returns the value 1 (might be able) or 0 (might not be able) for a particular cell (x,y,z) of a particular Mightability map M. Hence, for example the set of all cells, to which human might be able to arm-shoulder-reach from his current position, will be denoted as:

\[
MHS_{C} \_True = \{(x,y,z) : (x,y,z) \in MHS_{C} \land val((x,y,z),MHS_{C}) = 1\}
\]

B. Using Mightability maps

Fig. 9 illustrates, how such Mightability map could be potentially used to get a fast and optimal solution for particular task. We will describe the steps in fig. 9, in the context of a particular task of putting a bottle near the human. As shown fig. 8(a), the yellow bottle indicated by arrow is presently not visible to the human, and let us assume that based on current context the robot has predicted that human might need that bottle. So, the robot’s task will be to ‘make’ the bottle visible and reachable to the human.

By analyzing various Mightability Maps, which are easy and quick to compute for both the agents, robot will have a rough idea about reachability and visibility of the bottle, from the perspective of both agents. Robot will be able to know that, if it will ask human to stand up and lean, human will be able to see as well as reach the bottle. Alternatively, robot will be also aware that it could also reach the bottle and make the bottle visible and reachable to human by putting it ‘somewhere’ on the table near the human. As mentioned earlier deciding upon the mutual balanced comfort level for achieving a particular goal requires separate investigation. Fig. 9(b) shows such decision making step on macro level comfort. We will simplify this step by assuming that robot is cooperating the human as a partner but also aware of its limitations, such as it can not stand up by itself the chair and can not turn the torso significantly as it will collide with the chair. Hence it has decided to achieve the goal:

(i) by taking the bottle by the nearest hand reachable to it, and putting it at a place on any table’s surface, which is directly arm-shoulder reachable by robot from its current position, needs MRS_C,

(ii) AND visible by robot without any need for turning the torso, needs MRV_C and MRV_T_N,

(iv) AND either arm-shoulder reachable by either hand of the human from his current position, needs MHS_C,

(vi) or reachable by either hand of the human by only leaning forward, needs MHS_L_W,

(vii) AND visible by human from his current position and orientation, without any need for him to turn around, i.e. in his current field of view, needs MHV_C.

With such criteria, robot will get a subset of relevant Mightability maps as shown in the fig. 9(c). In our case it will be MRS_C, MRV_C, MRV_T_N, MHS_C, MHS_L_W and MHV_C. Now the next step is to apply various set operations, fig. 9(d), on these relevant Mightability maps to get the set of candidate cells. For our case the set of candidate cells will be given by:

\[
Raw\_Candidate\_Cells = (MRS_{C}\_True \cup MRV_{C}\_True \cup MRV_{T}\_N\_True \cup MHS_{L}\_W\_True \cup MHV_{C}\_True)
\]

where, MRS_{C}_True is set of cells of Mightability map MRS_{C}, whose values are 1, which is denoted as:

\[
MRS_{C}\_True = \{(x,y,z) : (x,y,z) \in MRS_{C} \land val((x,y,z),MRS_{C}) = 1\}
\]

and similarly for others.

Since, the task is to put the bottle on any of the table surface, the final set of candidate cells are further reduced:

\[
Raw\_Candidate\_cells\_to\_Put = \{(x,y,z) : (x,y,z) \in \cup_{i=1}^{n}\surface\_of\_table_i\}
\]

where n is the total number of tables inside the bounding box of the 3D grid and \surface\_of\_table\_i represents the horizontal supporting plane of table i in the environment, information about which is already encoded in the 3D grid during the process of creation and initialization.

Hence robot quickly gets a set of candidate cells, fig. 9(e), within which the feasible solutions will lie if exist. Also as table III shows, the search space for the rigorous testing for finding the final solution has been significantly reduced.

Now, after having a candidate set of cells, one could directly jump to the testing step by assuming equal weight for each cell, or could further assign micro level weights, fig.
9(f), within the candidate search space, to get a weighted candidate cells, fig. 9(g). As discussed in section I, assigning such weights depend on various criteria and need investigation, we will assign two intuitive measures of preference for the candidate cells to put the bottle. (i) Assign higher weights for the points which are along the front axis of the human torso, by 2d Gaussian distribution centered at a distance of 0.35 m from human along this axis, to avoid putting very close to the human (ii) Then add higher weights for the points which are near to the current position of the bottle, by Gaussian distribution centered at bottle’s position. After having a set of weighted candidate points, robot performs various feasibility tests on each point in the order of highest to lowest weights. For the current scenario the robot performs following tests: (i) Is there any feasible configuration for the robot to grasp the bottle, which also satisfies the task constraints? (ii) Will the bottle be significantly/clearly visible to the human if put at that point? (iii) Will the robot be able to put the bottle at that point by avoiding collision as well as respecting its kinematic and dynamic constraints? For the current implementation we simplify (i) by assuming that any cylindrical grasp will be acceptable. For (ii) we use our perspective taking system [17] to calculate the % visibility of the object, if placed at a particular position and orientation. For (iii), we use our Generalized Inverse Kinematics library and smooth and collision free planning modules to plan whole body motion of HRP2. In the current implementation, we use the first candidate-weighted point, which passes through all the above-mentioned rigorous and expensive tests, as the final point for performing the current task. As all these tests when combined together, becomes expensive for a single cell and if this has to be done for all the cells in the workspace, it would have been very expensive. In that case either the robot has to plan and find solution offline or use some randomized search algorithm, which would provide a solution not necessarily the optimal one. Hence, Mightability Maps as a decisive and reasoning tool on the candidate search space greatly reduces the search space for a particular task and the robot could quickly converge to the most preferred solution, which is 0.34 s for current example, as shown in table III.

C. Experimental Setup and Testing

We have tested our approach both in simulation and on real humanoid robot HRP2. Experimental setup is already shown in Fig. 4(a), which consists of 3 tables of different heights. The human and the robot sit in different configurations around the tables. The 3D map of the static environment is known to the robot, which includes heavy furniture and walls. The acquisition of the dynamic objects such as the big and small boxes and the cup is done by simple stereo-vision based system through robot’s camera, which identifies and locates objects based on the visual tags. For tracking the human and the bottle we use motion capture system installed in the environment, which tracks the makers on bottle and on the frame of eyeglass human is wearing. To avoid the impression of bird’s eye view, we pass the information about markers from motion capture system only if the markers are in the field of view of the robot. The positions and the orientations of the corresponding 3D models of the objects and the human are updated in Move3D environment in real time, which is the integrated 3D representation and planning platform developed at LAAS-CNRS, as shown in the fig. 4(b). Human gaze is simplified to the human head orientation and the length of human arm is assumed to be fixed in current implementation, however this could be calculated approximately by robot based on the detected height of the human. The robot first scans the environment by looking at different parts of it and updates the information about the objects on the table in its 3D representation of Environment. As well as perceives and maintains various Mightability Maps mentioned in table I. At some point of time, we assume that the robot predicts the task to put the bottle on an appropriate place, so that human could take it if required. Then as explained in previous subsections robot decides upon the final point to put the bottle. Fig. 10 shows the sequence of performing the task from initial to grasping to putting the bottle. Note that in fig. 10(d), which shows small set of weighted candidate points by green circles, the final solution to put the bottle is the cell which is away from the box, this is because of the criteria of significant % visibility of the bottle from the human perspective.

Fig. 11 shows a different scenario in which human is sitting on the right side of the robot and the smaller black table is placed in front of it. As shown in fig. 11(b) the feasible and most preferred solution lies on the table other than the table on which the bottle was initially placed and hidden from the human. As the Mightability Maps contain the visuo-spatial information of the 3D workspace volume, robot was able to easily associate the surface of the another table with the candidate solution and found the feasible solution to put the bottle so that human could easily see and take it whenever required.

To show the generic applicability of the Mightability Maps we have performed another experiment to show the bottle to the human by placing it appropriately in 3D space. A similar formulation for this task has been done but by
Fig. 11. Task is to put the bottle for human to take (a) Initial position of the bottle (b) Candidate cells (green circles), their relative weights (length of green lines) and the final place to put.

As another attempt to show the competence of the Mightability Maps, we have designed a task in which the robot has to exhibit the competitive behavior of hiding the bottle somewhere on the table, so that the human could neither see it nor reach it from the sitting position, but it should be visible and reachable to the human if he stands up. The candidate points for this task will be given as:

\[
\text{Raw\_Candidate\_Cells\_to\_Hide} = (x,y,z) \in (\text{MRS\_C\_True}\cup\text{MRV\_T\_N\_True}\cup\text{MHV\_C\_True})
\]

\[
\text{MRV\_T\_N\_True}\cup\text{MHV\_C\_True}
\]

And similar weights will be assigned to these points with few modifications. Now the yaw and pitch of the human head to see the point will be used as parameters for distributing the Gaussian weights, with the mean centered at the 0.5 m in front of human at the horizontal plane of human’s neck (here we don’t provide the details of our choice for weights for the sake of not deviating from current scope of this paper).

Fig. 12(a) shows the initial and the set of weighted candidate points and fig. 12(b) shows final position at which the robot is showing the bottle to human.

As these Mightability maps are fast to compute, they could also be stored as facts in chronicle based decision systems for higher-level reasoning. For example if the robot has information about the number of agents and their different abilities with time stamp and if there occurred some change in the environment about which the robot was oblivious, then in later point of time robot could infer which agent was capable of making that change. So, we are in the process of representing Mightability maps as facts in our control architecture [27]. These maps could also be used for collision free whole body motion testing of the robot.

Table III shows the candidate number of cell at the step (e) of fig 9, which is significantly less than the total number of cells. Also the time to obtain the highest weighted feasible solution, which in fact is the time of all the steps starting from fig. 9(a) till 9(i), including the iterative loop between 9(g) and 9(h), is reasonably acceptable for Human Robot Interaction.

The related videos could be found at http://homepages.laas.fr/akpandey/HRI_Videos.htm

IV. DISCUSSION AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

In fig. 9, we have not shown feedback and re-evaluation loops among various steps for the sake of presenting the basic framework within the scope of this paper. Also there could be loops between some external planner or decision-making system such as symbolic planner [31] or supervisor, which could iterate/query on the presented basic framework to find an alternative solution or maintain a ranked set of multiple solutions.

As these Mightability maps are fast to compute, they could also be stored as facts in chronicle based decision systems for higher-level reasoning. For example if the robot has information about the number of agents and their different abilities with time stamp and if there occurred some change in the environment about which the robot was oblivious, then in later point of time robot could infer which agent was capable of making that change. So, we are in the process of representing Mightability maps as facts in our control architecture [27]. These maps could also be used for
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced the concept of Mightability Maps, which immediately serves as a tool for visuo-spatial reasoning and decision making for various tasks in the human-robot interaction. We have shown that as these maps are independent of the type of manipulation task and are overestimation of different abilities, the feasible solution for a particular task will lie within these maps while greatly reducing the search space for rigorous and expensive feasibility checks. This makes the system to work without need of any offline preprocessing. We have also shown that various task oriented weights and set operations could be performed on these maps to get a set of candidate solutions.

Our proposed Mighatability Map could be used not only for decision making for the cases requiring common abilities of the agents but also to solve the problems involving what another agent could not do. We have shown its use in cooperative as well as competitive scenarios. Another advantage of our presented framework is since it is not a randomized approach; hence instead of getting a random solution, it gives the feasible solution in the order of preference, which is provided to the system as weights.

Apart from the potential applications and ongoing works discussed in section IV, an immediate future work is to extend the building of such maps for more than two agents to facilitate the reasoning on multi-agent task allocation. It would also be interesting to develop methods, which provides the robot with the capability to decide autonomously about the types of Mightability Maps, which need to be updated periodically and which need to be calculated specifically for a particular task.
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